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Core i5-1035G1: The Intel Core i5-1035G1 is a power efficient quad-core CPU designed for ultra-thin and 
light laptops, this processor has Intel turbo boost a feature that automatically raises certain of its 
processors' operating frequency, and thus performance, when demanding tasks are running. 
 
The biggest improvement with this CPU is its integrated graphics and the integration of Intel thunderbolt 
on the chip. This devices comes with the latest Thunderbolt Technology. Thunderbolt™ is 8x faster than 
USB 3.0 and provides 4x more video bandwidth than HDMI 1.41 helping you work and play more 
efficiently. It also enables a simple, single cable connection to displays, docks, and storage, while charging 
the system, this means less wires and less clutters on your desk and its also means the devices is a lot 
more sleeker.  
 
This device also comes with Intel WIFI 6 which is 3x faster than the current standard AC, the great thing 
about Wifi 6 is that it really shines in crowded areas where the airwaves are congested and with more and 
more devices connected to the internet that is really important. 
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Core i7-10750H: Intel’s Core i7 H-Series chips have long been the CPUs of choice to power high-end gaming 
and multimedia-content-creation laptops. The i7-10750H improve upon this high-end chip design by 
boosting its maximum clock speed above the 5GHz mark. That's remarkably high for any CPU, never mind 
a laptop CPU. 
 
This devices comes with the latest Thunderbolt Technology. Thunderbolt™ is 8x faster than USB 3.0 and 
provides 4x more video bandwidth than HDMI 1.41 helping you work and play more efficiently. It also 
enables a simple, single cable connection to displays, docks, and storage, while charging the system, this 
means less wires and less clutters on your desk and its also means the devices is a lot more sleeker.  
This device also comes with Intel WIFI 6 which is 3x faster than the current standard AC, the great thing 
about Wifi 6 is that it really shines in crowded areas where the airwaves are congested and with more and 
more devices connected to the internet that is really important. 
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Core i7-1065G7: The Intel Core i7-1065G7 is one of the fastest power efficient quad-core CPU’s designed 
for ultra-thin and light laptops, this processor has Intel turbo boost a feature that automatically raises 
certain of its processors' operating frequency, and thus performance, when demanding tasks are running. 
This CPU comes with fantastic graphics called Iris Plus and can play top games at 1080p resolution. 
This device also comes with Intel WIFI 6 which is 3x faster than the current standard AC, the great thing 
about Wifi 6 is that it really shines in crowded areas where the airwaves are congested and with more and 
more devices connected to the internet that is really important. 
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Core i5-1035G1: The Intel Core i5-1035G1 is a power efficient quad-core CPU designed for ultra-thin and 
light laptops, this processor has Intel turbo boost a feature that automatically raises certain of its 
processors' operating frequency, and thus performance, when demanding tasks are running. 
The biggest improvement with this CPU is its integrated graphics. 
 
This device also comes with Intel WIFI 6 which is 3x faster than the current standard AC, the great thing 
about Wifi 6 is that it really shines in crowded areas where the airwaves are congested and with more and 
more devices connected to the internet that is really important. 
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Core i7-10750H: Intel’s Core i7 H-Series chips have long been the CPUs of choice to power high-end gaming 
and multimedia-content-creation laptops. The i7-10750H improve upon this high-end chip design by 
boosting its maximum clock speed above the 5GHz mark. That's remarkably high for any CPU, never mind 
a laptop CPU. 
 
This devices comes with the latest Thunderbolt Technology. Thunderbolt™ is 8x faster than USB 3.0 and 
provides 4x more video bandwidth than HDMI 1.41 helping you work and play more efficiently. It also 
enables a simple, single cable connection to displays, docks, and storage, while charging the system, this 
means less wires and less clutters on your desk and its also means the devices is a lot more sleeker.  
This device also comes with Intel WIFI 6 which is 3x faster than the current standard AC, the great thing 
about Wifi 6 is that it really shines in crowded areas where the airwaves are congested and with more and 
more devices connected to the internet that is really important. 
 


